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Peter Worcester BA, BSc, FIAA worked directly for me for about 11 years at National 
Mutual Life (NMLA) in Melbourne.  NMLA is now part of the Sydney based AMP. 

In the years we worked together, Peter accomplished many great things for National 
Mutual.  These include:  

• Managed the Number 5 Statuary Fund for about 7 years.  This was a new 
product in the market for investors called “Insurance Bonds”.  Because 
these funds are unitised on an after-tax basis, the fund manager has 
to evaluate his or her investments strategies on an “after-tax” basis. 

• Most funds managers, even some 30-35 years later, sti l l have no 
idea how to do this.  It was, and continues to be, one of Peter’s 
many strengths. 

• Upon taking over the management of this fund, it was about $5 million in size.  
Over the 5 years Peter that he managed this fund, it grew to about $1,300 
million in size. 

• A large contribution of this growth was the exceptional investment performance 
Peter was able to achieve.    

• One of the major reasons for his outstanding performance was noticing a major 
arbitrage opportunity that existed in the Australian Capital Markets. 

• This occurred due to a number of unrelated things happening in the markets, 
which Peter identified, and put to good use for the clients of National Mutual.  
These were: 

o Before the introduction of Dividend Imputation by the Hawke/Keating 
government in 1987, any company (including life offices such as National 
Mutual) effectively did not have to pay company tax again on a dividend 
that was received from another Australian company.  This was known as 
the Section 46 (S46) Rebate under the Australian Income Tax 
Assessment Act 1936 (as amended).  

o Australian companies that has accumulated tax losses, were able to 
“wash” these losses by issuing “Short Term Redeemable Preference 
Shares”, over for periods of only 6 months.  This preference shares were 
the secured by an Australian Bank “Letter of Credit (LC)” which meant 
that the purchase of LC’s was effectively risk free. These were issued at 
rates of about 12% per annum after tax. As this Statutory Fund paid tax 
at the rate of 49%, 12% after tax grossed up to about 23.5% PRE TAX. 
At the time, bank bills were trading at about 16% per annum, so a risk 
free pick up of about 7.5% per annum was an impressive achievement.  It 
took the rest of the market about 4 years to wake up to what was Peter’s 
Investment Strategy. 

o The other leg of this strategy was that instead of buying Australian 
equites for the equity component of the Number 5 Statutory Fund, Peter 
purchased “Share Price Index” or SPI Futures on the Australian Futures 
Exchange. 



o For some inexplicable reason, and because SPI’s were a relatively new 
product, the SPI price traded at an annual discount of about 2% per 
annum.  This opened up another arbitrage which Peter immediately 
grasped.  At the time bank bill rates were about 16% per annum, and 
after tax (for corporations) dividend yield were about 4% per annum, 
then buy purchasing SPI Futures instead of physical shares, the pre-tax 
pick up was about 7.8% per annum. 

o By combining both of their strategies, Peter was able to achieve a RISK 
FREE EXCESS RETURN OF ABOUT 15.3% PER ANNUM.  This 
translated into an after tax (at a 49% tax rate) of about 7.8% 
per annum after tax. 

o No wonder National Mutual was able to sell so much of this 
product. 

 After this exceptional achievement, Peter was then asked to manage the $4,000 
mil l ion Number One Statutory Fund. 

In order to assess the performance of this fund, again on an after tax basis, Peter has 
many tasks to undertake.  These included: 

• He had to convert the fund from a “book value” fund to a “market value” 
fund. Up until this time, Life Office Capital Guaranteed Funds were managed on 
a “book value” or “cost of asset price” approach, rather than a market value 
approach.  Working with a large team on National Mutual actuaries, accountants, 
Peter was able to complete this task. 

• Then came the problem: “What are the appropriate Investment 
Performance Benchmarks? 

• The first step was to develop Neutral Investment Allocation Benchmarks 
for the Statutory Fund.  This was undertaken in consultation with the Chief 
Actuary of National Mutual.  An example of a Neutral Asset Allocation might be: 

Asset Class 
Example of 

Neutral 

 

Asset 
Allocation 

  Listed Australian 
Equities 35% 
Listed International 
Equities 15% 
Unlisted Property 15% 
Australian Fixed 
Interest 20% 
International Fixed 
Interest 5% 
Cash 10% 

  Total 100% 



 

• The next question was: “What benchmark should we use to see if the 
asset managers for each class of asset had added value to the 
performance of their portfolio? 

Asset Class Performance 

 
Benchmark 

  Listed Australian 
Equities All Ordinaries Accumulation Index  
Listed International 
Equities MSCI Accumulation Index 
Unlisted Property AMP Portfolio 
Australian Fixed 
Interest Commonwealth Bank Bond Index 
International Fixed 
Interest 

S&P Dow Jones International Fixed 
Interest Index 

Cash Big Unknown 
 

• As you can see, Australia had no Investment Performance Index for a 
portfolio of Bank Bil ls! 

Peter was then asked to solve this problem.  He developed the 
“AUSTRALIAN BANK BILL INDEX”.  The answer, l ike all good solutions was 
both SIMPLE AND ELEGANT 

Construct a portfolio of 26 bank bil ls.  Each bank bil l has a different time 
to maturity.  These times range from one week to maturity, increasing in 
weekly times to 26 weeks to maturity.    A 26 week bank bil l is effectively 
a 6 month bank bil l , while a 13 week bank bil l is effectively a 3 month 
bank bil l . 

Value this hypothetical portfolio of 26 different bank bil ls using today’s 
bank bil l interest rate curve. 

Tomorrow, reduce the time to maturity of each of the 26 bank bil ls by one 
day.  Then revalue the new portfolio using tomorrow’s bank bil l interest 
rate curve. 

The difference represents the performance of the portfolio for one day. 

Compound these daily performance numbers over a month, and you now 
have a MONTHLY PERFORMANCE BENCHMARK FOR A PORTFOLIO OF BANK 
BILLS. 

This approach was hen adopted by Samuel Montego Dominguez Barry (SMBD) 
Australia.  This company was then absorbed by UBS Australia.  More recently, the UBS performance indices 
were taken over by Blomberg, and can be accessed on the following site:    



http://www.bloomberg.com/quote/BAUBIL:IND 
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